ECONOMICAL AND SOCIAL BASIC MODEL ACCORDING TO

THESES:

0

DesignCommunication = communication integrated into development (growth).

1

to accept the Internet as a kind of infrastructure that may do the most for the sake
of Survival-Continuance-Development, i.e. it creates equal opportunity and enables
the democratization of knowledge and technology never ever experienced before.

2

to find the common denominator, the minimum and maximum rules (solutions)
within the entire human race, and to accept the common currency temporarily.

3

to make every existing language official - including sign language -, and to
improve the optimal translating technology as soon as possible, in the name of
planetary solidarity. To create the SCD Wiki environment, by conceptualizing
the common denominator and the minimum and maximum rules.

4

to make the software / project / environment that provides the SCD (namely
Survival-Continuance-Development) widely known, and to operate it as a
supplementary economical model as soon as possible, initially for children and
the elderly who could do with value-sustaining and value-creating social presence
(provisionally with “state” subsidy).

5

to support and to use mass collaboration, Wikipedia and Wikinomics as default
approach on every level (provisionally with “state” subsidy).

6

to introduce the SCD program to educational institutes, from primary school to
the highest levels & to make it accessible for the whole society the way e.g.
Wikipedia does recently (provisionally with “state” subsidy).

7

to make the society open and accountable, without specific direction or
orientation, namely to make the information accessible for all.

8

to redefine the procurability of money in the agglomeration of SCD,
accountableness and openness. The SCD is fully aware of the value that all things,
on a local and planetary scale have, thus the social participation of people will
be steadily evaluated in credits, scores, smileys, whatever, that would even be
allotted to material goods.

9

to be prepared for the direct democracy (and though it may seem to be a paradox,
this could be realized provisionally via state communications, since - with a bit of
good intent - the state in democracy equals community, even today)

10

this would be followed by the first year of direct democracy. The assumptions,
local and global problems would be discussed, then resolved by means of the
SCD, of various open source coded interfaces, and of community forums. The one
year that it takes today for a law to be framed, would be no more than one month
in direct democracy. Law is not constant, but constantly changing, complying
with the moral development of the society and with the help of the SCD.
Law is not a prohibition or rules - but resolution!

11

the workplaces that can be substituted by infrastructure will be terminated.
Brand new, free, independent and new-type workplaces will be created. SCD helps
monitoring the amount of contributors, balancing and evaluating the importance
of a raised problem, of course by considering the local and planetary interests.

12

the recent model of money, of its institutions and of its social background would
cease completely, it would exist no more as an independent entity. The descendant
of money would be social value judgment (let's call it S.V.J. by now), that could
be materialized anywhere or anytime, according to the future requirements.

13

territorial boundaries would terminate on Earth. This would open the door to all
nations' culture and language to develop and to live peacefully within the Planetary
Whole, without revisionist ideas that refer to wars and the past: The Planet will be
your homeland, your garden, to be protected and attended properly.

13+1

beyond all this, everyone would be allowed to live the way they lived before,
though free and open. They would love and desire another person, they would
care for their children and listen to music, make excursions, ride the bike, eat,
sleep, read Greek philosophers and contemporary writers in other languages as
well, with any cultural affiliation, they would practice their religion the way they
did before, of course with cultural, philosophical and mental approach (instead
of the authoritative and materialized ideology of nowadays), and all this with
honor, equal opportunities and secure living, since their freely chosen job stays
for ever with the help of the SCD environment, whereas their vocation,
workplace and life are nothing else than Planet Earth.

I had to go all the time / I took you with me / you wanted it or not / on the wings of promises / to the war against
tomorrow / white rock / resounds no more / the warmth you were about to get / is soaked by sand and wind / here within /
but while I travel: I AM / I had to go always / and this would never ever change / fear is gone / depart I must even if /
I never arrive / I will be light and shadow
(Postulate)

